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Marchini Curran Associates is an 
award-winning, RIBA chartered 
practice of architects and interior 
designers providing design and project 
management services.

Since being established in 2002, Marchini Curran 
Associates has successfully delivered an enviable 
portfolio of diverse projects across a wide range 
of development sectors, and in doing so has built 
a solid reputation for harnessing reliability and 
practicality with creativity and flair.

MCa has been involved in projects ranging in 
value from a few thousand pounds to many 
hundreds of millions of pounds. Sector coverage 
includes retail, leisure, education, commercial, 
masterplanning, residential, industrial, interiors 
and branding. Based in Nottingham, mca works 
with local, national and international clients.

MCa designs are based on achieving a 
successful balance between a commitment to 
the new and respect for the past, whilst reflecting 
informed views on technology, sustainability
and environment.

MCa places prime importance on developing 
close collaborative relationships with clients and 
other parties to the development process, as a 
means of achieving, every time, effective delivery 
of an excellent product.
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WORKPLACE When it comes to designing work space, 
MCa knows the best ways to create 
attractive environments where people 
can be at their most productive.

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD

The new European headquarters for a international 
telecoms giant are located in a prominent 
location on the Maylands Business Park in 
Hemel Hempstead which is the home of many 
high tech companies.

The scheme will house around 600 staff and will 
feature an in house restaurant, coffee bar and 
break out spaces.

Designed to achieve a BREEAM Excellent rating, 
the building will be constructed using a double 
wall construction to assist with passive energy 
credentials. Roof mounted solar panels and 
rainwater harvesting will also be utilised.

BROADCASTING MEDIA CENTRE
WEST MIDLANDS

The new headquarter for an international 
broadcaster includes a 200+ seater auditorium, 
state-of-the-art television and radio studios, 
offices and a restaurant for staff and visitors.

THE CAMPUS DATA CENTRE & OFFICES
MAYLANDS, HERTFORDSHIRE

The new data centre for Gyron, currently under 
construction, has an area of around 350,000 
square feet and a capacity of 30MW which makes 
it one of the largest in Europe.

Along side the data halls is office accommodation 
of around 50,000 square feet which is utilised 
by the end users of the centre. Integral to the 
scheme is extensive decked car parking and 
separate power building.

The scheme is being designed to BREEAM 
Excellent standards and LEED Gold. Completion 
is anticipated in October 2015.

ALSTOM
ASHBY

Alstom are keen to improve the company’s public 
image to visitors arriving at their offices in Ashby. 
Design proposals for the refurbishment include 
a re-fit of the entrance area including a new 
reception desk, waiting area and an accessible 
shower and change facility. 

TOP: EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 
MIDDLE: BROADCASTING MEDIA CENTRE
BOTTOM LEFT: THE CAMPUS DATA CENTRE AND OFFICES 
BOTTOM RIGHT: ASLTOM OFFICES



RETAIL Working regularly with big name brand 
clients and international design agencies, 
MCa has the skill and experience to 
ensure that retail schemes meet the 
diverse needs of developers, retailers 
and customers.
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CLARENDON CENTRE
OXFORD

The Clarendon Shopping Centre in Oxford has 
been transformed with an extension that allowed 
the creation of a new large format store for H&M 
in previously redundant upper floors, together 
with upgrades to mall areas and the public realm 
around the Shoe Lane entrance.

MULBERRY PLACE
DAVENTRY

MCa has now secured planning permission for a 
mixed-use development combining new shopping 
streets and new civic facilities. Over 10,000 square 
metres of retail space will be provided, together 
with a new cinemas and associated restaurants. 
A new major food store is also part of the scheme.

Mulberry Square will be arranged as a series 
of open streets and squares. The scheme will 
provide a complementary shopping environment 
to the existing High Street fit for the expansion of 
Daventry over the next 15 years.

RETAIL DEVELOPMENT
COALVILLE TOWN CENTRE

The site provides a prominent gateway location 
into Coalville, effectively ‘announcing’ the Town 
Centre when approached from the North and 
from the West.

The proposals are for a retail led development 
with some restaurant / café space split into 
six modern units of varying size, with 164 car 
spaces and a separate dedicated service area. 
The scheme also involves extensive landscaping 
proposals including an urban rain garden.

ASHBY GATEWAY
ASHBY DE LA ZOUCH

As the name suggests, the Gateway development 
in Ashby presents the opportunity to create a 
significant landmark on the northern approach to 
the town. MCa’s proposals create three distinct 
but complementary retail uses, to deliver high 
quality new facilities for both the town and the 
surrounding area.

TOP: CLARENDON CENTRE 
MIDDLE: MULBERRY PLACE
BOTTOM LEFT: COALVILLE TOWN CENTRE 
BOTTOM RIGHT: ASHBY GATEWAY
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INTERIORS Whether as a stand-alone commission, or 
an integral part of a broader architectural 
instruction, MCa creates interiors with 
the same passion for detail and finish.

ARM
CAMBRIDGE

MCa has designed the new entrance area for
FT 100 Company ARM Holdings.

ARM design microchips for numerous devices 
including smart phones, tablets and other digital 
equipment and gave Marchini Curran Associates 
the brief to completely redesign the entrance to 
their headquarters in Cambridge so that it better 
represented the standing of this world class 
technology company.

MUJI
N1 CENTRE, ISLINGTON

MCa has been responsible for the design and 
project management of a series of new stores for 
the Japanese retailer MUJI. The latest scheme to 
be completed is the new store in the N1 centre 
in Islington.

The stores have been completely refitted to 
reflect the global standards of the brand and to 
create a clean, simple and elegant retail interior.

DRAYCOTT AVENUE
LONDON

MCa has been appointed to design and deliver 
a comprehensive re-modelling of this duplex 
apartment in a prime Chelsea location. The plans
include a new rooftop terrace to benefit further 
from extensive views across London, and to increase 
the living accommodation of the apartment.

During this process the apartment is to receive an 
extensive refurbishment of the existing interior, 
along with a new bespoke kitchen, feature LED 
lighting and signature furniture pieces. 

PADDINGTON STATION
LONDON

MCa has designed the new ticket office for 
London’s iconic Paddington station for passenger 
rail transport company, First Great Western.

The station and existing ticket office are both 
Listed Buildings and the proposal sympathetically 
reuses, reworks and extends the existing ticket 
office not only to accommodate the new Crossrail 
development, but also create a new sales 
environment that responds to the demands of 
21st century rail travel.

The project will be completed in parallel with a 
major rebranding of First Great Western Trains 
and the completion of the new Crossrail network.
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TOP: ARM HEAD OFFICE
MIDDLE: MUJI ISLINGTON
BOTTOM LEFT: DRAYCOTT AVENUE
BOTTOM RIGHT: PADDINGTON STATION
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LEISURE MCa believes that it is more important 
than ever to create original and 
forward looking design solutions when 
working on restaurants, leisure schemes 
and hotels, both in the boutique and 
budget markets.

ROYAL HOTEL
ASHBY DE LA ZOUCH

MCa has achieved planning permission and 
Listed Building Consent for the refurbishment 
of Ashby’s iconic Royal Hotel, a Grade II* 
listed building, together with new commercial 
development adjacent.

The proposals will re-invigorate the Bath Grounds, 
site of Ashby’s former spa, and add extra vitality 
to this thriving, historic town.

COCOA BEACH
BRAZIL

The master plan proposals for a former cocoa 
plantation located in Bahia, on Brazil’s Discovery 
Coast include a luxury boutique hotel with 
restaurants, fitness suites and spa facilities.

The hospitality offer is centred around an 
individually focused guest experience serviced 
via 20 individually designed hotel suites linked 
by tiered guest lounges and bar. Guests can also 
select from one of 16 individual Cabana suites, 
each of which is set within its own landscaped 
gardens with their own pool and terrace.

PARK PLAZA
NOTTINGHAM

MCa has a long established relationship with 
Park Plaza and this last year have been involved 
in numerous projects including refurbishment of 
the Nottingham hotel’s restaurant, lobby and a 
sample room make-over designed and installed 
in 10 days.

We are now developing proposals for an extension 
to the F&B offering, a new bar/restaurant to be 
completed in the spring of 2015.

DAVENTRY LEISURE
DAVENTRY

As part of the Mulberry Place scheme, 
MCa is developing proposals for a multiplex 
cinema, together with an assortment of F&B units, 
all designed to create a vibrant heart for the 
town centre.
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TOP: ROYAL HOTEL 
MIDDLE: COCOA BEACH
BOTTOM LEFT: PARK PLAZA 
BOTTOM RIGHT: DAVENTRY LEISURE



EDUCATION MCa has a proven track record in 
devising inventive designs for training 
and education centres. The award-winning 
team prides itself on thinking through 
the creation of the building - through to 
how people will use it.
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IARC
UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK

The International Automotive Research Centre is 
home to World Manufacturing Group. The project 
acknowledges the importance of the collaborative 
relationship between Warwick Manufacturing 
Group and the University of Warwick.

A new glazed entrance leads to newly created 
electronics laboratories equipped with 
cutting-edge automotive battery testing 
equipment The facility  is the only one of its
kind in the UK. 

JOSEPH BANKS LABORATORIES
UNIVERSITY OF LINCOLN

Becor House, an existing 1940s landmark building,
and adjacent Minster House have been extensively 
refurbished and significantly extended to 
accommodate the expansion of the College 
of Science.

The existing wings have been converted into
state-of-the-art laboratories, teaching spaces 
and research facilities for the 1,500 students and 
100 staff of the School of Life Sciences and the 
new Schools of Chemistry and Pharmacy, while a 
new-build extension provides seminar and social 
learning spaces.

Following on from the successful launch in 
September 2014, a further phase of fitting out is 
planned for the summer of 2015.

RESEARCH LABORATORY DEVELOPMENT
NOTTINGHAM

A new research laboratory is planned for the 
centre of Nottingham and MCa has prepared a 
design that not only responds to the complex 
Client’s brief but also stitches into the urban fabric 
of the city.

The building will have an area of around 100,000 
square feet and will include research laboratories, 
office space and conference facilities.

The laboratories are primarily designed for the 
pharmaceutical research.

AEROSPACE RESEARCH CENTRE
UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM

The extension to the Aerospace Research Centre 
at the University of Nottingham consists of a new 
research workshop and associated offices for 
academic staff.

The restrained box is clad in blue engineering 
bricks; the translucent polycarbonate cladding 
to the workshop areas provides ambient daylight 
and retains privacy.

The project was part-financed by the European 
Regional Development Fund and the building 
achieved a ‘Very Good’ BREEAM rating.

MCa’s involvement with the University of 
Nottingham continued with the purpose built 
Starbucks cafe on the Jubilee Campus.
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TOP: IARC 
MIDDLE: JOSEPH BANKS LABORATORIES
BOTTOM LEFT:  AEROSPACE RESEARCH LABORATORY 
BOTTOM RIGHT: NOTTINGHAM RESEARCH LABORATORY
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RESIDENTIAL MCa makes homes that people really 
want to live in, whether it’s a town house 
with garden views or an apartment in an 
urban setting.

BECKETT 
NOTTINGHAM

Situated on the southern bank of the River Trent, 
this development provides architecture of the 
highest quality to respond to its setting. The 58
new one and two bedroom assisted living 
apartments will have access to a wide range of 
on site facilities.

Each of the river facing apartments will have 
its own private balcony or terrace with access 
at ground level to the riverside gardens. The 
architecture is contemporary and the new building 
will sit comfortably against the modern buildings 
adjacent to the site that have been constructed 
in recent years. The mass has been broken down 
with a number of subtle breaks to suggest a series 
of riverside pavilions. 

COCOA BEACH
BRAZIL

Located on a former cocoa plantation in Bahia, 
on Brazil’s Discovery Coast MCa’s masterplan 
provides for a range of villas, apartments and 
condomiums, all complemented by a beach club, 
tennis academy, and hotel complex.

WHISSENDINE
RUTLAND

Set within a mature landscape setting in 
the village of Whissendine in Rutland, the 
development provides 5 new high quality family 
homes within the grounds of a large 8 bedroomed 
cottage. The cottage, its adjoining barns and a 
generous retained curtilage are to be preserved.

The proposal offers a high quality design solution 
for the site, providing a good standard of amenity 
for future occupants of the houses and also for 
local residents of the village. 

CENTENARY HOUSE
NOTTINGHAM

A further scheme with McCarthy and Stone 
Retirement Lifestyles is Centenary House. 

This prominent corner site in West Bridgford 
is currently occupied by former county council 
offices. The proposed redevelopment will see 
the construction of 36 new retirement living 
apartments and landscaped garden areas. 

The design has been carefully considered to 
respect and respond to local landmark buildings
and the surrounding townscape, with contemporary 
interpretations of bay and dormer windows and a 
striking mansard roof. 

TOP: BECKETT   
MIDDLE: COCOA BEACH
BOTTOM LEFT: WHISSENDINE 
BOTTOM RIGHT: CENTENARY HOUSE



MASTER 
PLANNING

With the wider picture in mind, MCa’s 
skill in master planning means it is 
helping to regenerate and rejuvenate 
cities and towns all over the world. 

DAVENTRY MARCHES URBAN EXTENSION
DAVENTRY

As a follow up to a 20 year master plan for
the expansion of the town of Daventry in
Northamptonshire, MCa is not only designing
the new town centre but also the new urban
extension to the south east of the town at
Daventry Marches.

The site is an area of contrasts; the Scheduled
Ancient Monuments of Borough Hill and Burnt
Walls flanked by fairly low-grade buildings used
for industry. The design proposals for the area
include housing, business and mixed use units,
a golf course and urban squares / public green
spaces that are sensitive to the historical context.

DISCOVERY COAST BAHIA
BRAZIL

Following on from Cocoa Beach, MCa is looking 
at further sites on the Bahia Coast to develop a 
range of luxury resorts. The schemes vary in size 
and accommodation and include large villas, 
holiday apartments, hotels, spas and beach 
clubs. One of the sites is to be developed into a 
polo resort with equestrian facilities and cabanas 
nestled into the forested landscape.

BUSM
LEICESTER

MCa’s masterplan for the 20Ha former British 
Union Shoe Machinery site in Ross Walk continues 
to come to fruition with the completion of phase 3. 
Over 300 new homes have now been brought on 
stream, out of the total of 1200 for which consent 
was achieved.

Phase 4 of the scheme is now being developed, 
to deliver a further 170 homes.

MOULTON HEIGHTS
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

The vision for Moulton Heights is to create two 
sustainable communities based on a Linked 
Garden Village concept. The first phase of the 
development will include the construction of 
up to1000 homes, local amenity / community 
buildings, primary school, offices, industrial units, 
hotel, pub/ restaurant. 

The scheme is carefully designed to respond 
to specific location in terms of terrain including 
topography, existing landscape features (water 
courses, hedgerows, trees etc), vantage points of 
views to Moulton Village whilst also responding to 
significant archaeological assets, which become 
open focal points within the landscape.
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TOP: DAVENTRY MARCHES 
MIDDLE: DISCOVERY COAST BAHIA
BOTTOM LEFT: BUSM 
BOTTOM RIGHT: MOULTON HEIGHTS
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Aberdeen Asset Management
African Inland Mission
Alstom
Aquascutum
ARM Holdings
Arup
Assura Group
Barchester Healthcare
Bloor Homes
BNP Paribas
Boultbee LDN
Bovis Homes
Bowmer & Kirkland
Bridgeway Consulting
Brierley Park Medical Centre
British Land
Carlsberg
Citigroup
Chalfont Land
Conygar Investments
Co-operative Society
Close Brothers Private Equity
Daventry District Council
David Wilson Homes
Driving Standards Agency
Dunelm
Environment Agency
Erewash Borough Council
Experian
First Great Western
Galliford Try Partnership 
GF Tomlinson
Gyron Internet
Hanover Property Trust
Henry Boot Developments
HFL Research Laboratories
Homeserve
KBC Asset Management
Kier Homes
Kent and Curwen
Lambert Smith Hampton
Leicester Housing Association

Lincolnshire County Council
Lothbury Investment Management
Loughborough College
LSP Developments
Manor House School
McCarthy & Stone
Miller Homes
Mind
MUJI
North West Leicestershire District Council
Northampton County Council
Nottingham City Council
Nottingham Community Housing Association
Nottingham Regeneration
NTT Telecommunications
Park Plaza Hotels
Peveril Securities
Quotient Bioresearch
Renault
Resolution Land
Rockspring Asset Management
Rolls-Royce
Royal School for the Deaf
Savills
Shape Real Estate
Shield Engineering
SPIE
StayCity
Study Inn
Tabio
Taylor Wimpey
Tuntum Housing Association
The Prince of Wales Foundation
United Christian Broadcasting
University of Nottingham
University of Lincoln
VW Audi Group
Wahaca Restaurants
Westleigh Developments
Westfield Shoppingtowns
Wildgoose
Wilson Bowden Developments

CLIENTSOTHER 
DEVELOPMENTS...
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CONTACT MARCHINI CURRAN ASSOCIATES
54a High Pavement
Nottingham NG1 1HW

T +44 (0)115 947 4020
E  post@mc-a.co.uk
W  www.mc-a.co.uk


